Faculty Service Areas

Faculty Service Areas

Faculty service areas shall be established after negotiation and consultation as required by law with the appropriate faculty representatives.

Minimum Qualifications

Minimum Qualifications

The goal of the San Bernardino Community College District is to provide a faculty of highly qualified professional educators who are experts in their fields, skilled in teaching, and serve the needs of a varied student population. The District also seeks those who can promote overall college effectiveness and who are sensitive to the diversity of the District community. The San Bernardino College District shall employ faculty who possess the minimum qualifications, as established by the California State Chancellor’s Office (see the most recent edition of the publication, “Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges”).

Faculty shall meet minimum qualifications established by the Board of Governors, or shall possess qualifications that are at least equivalent to the minimum qualifications set out in the regulations of the Board of Governors.

Equivalencies

Equivalencies

Faculty are responsible for including a minimum qualification on all new curriculum or as part of a curriculum review process. All curriculum should be placed within a discipline that is identified as having a minimum qualification. It is best practice to place curriculum in the discipline that best matches the course content and for which the minimum qualifications of faculty best match the course content.

For departments that include courses with dual designators, deans and chairs from all relevant programs will collaborate to ensure the most qualified faculty teach these courses and minimum qualifications are met.

The Role of Human Resources

The role of the Human Resources office is to collect, date-stamp, and forward applications and other pertinent information to the appropriate discipline selection committee (full-time) or department chair and dean (part-time).
In addition, Human Resources ensures that the established minimum qualifications for the position will be listed in the job description/announcement. The District criteria for equivalency will be available at the Human Resources Department. A statement will be included in the application materials requiring all candidates who do not possess minimum qualifications to indicate in the application material how they meet the equivalent qualifications for the position and to provide supporting documentation. The burden of proof for minimum qualifications and equivalency is on the applicant.

Human Resources staff will verify that applicants have the appropriate credential, or that applicants claiming the required minimum qualifications show the appropriate degrees on their transcript. If there is an experience requirement, College District Human Resource staff will verify that the applicant has the required number years of experience, but will not judge if the experience is appropriate.

If the applicant claims to possess the minimum qualifications, but the degree titles are significantly different from those listed in the most recent edition of the “Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges,” that application shall be considered under the equivalency process even if the applicant did not claim equivalency. Human Resources will rely primarily on the Academic Senate, in consultation with administration, to determine equivalency of degree titles based on an examination of an applicant’s transcripts.

Human Resources forwards all applications which satisfy the credentials requirement, satisfy the minimum qualifications requirement, or are deemed to be equivalent to the college selection committee (full-time) or to the dean and chair in that department (part-time).

**Supplemental Equivalency Application**

Human Resources is responsible for maintaining a “Supplemental Equivalency Application.” If a potential employee applies for a position and wishes to complete a “Supplemental Equivalency Application for Academic Employment”, the following information should be provided:

- Degree for which the applicant claims equivalency.
- The educational preparation on which the applicant bases this claim for the major of the minimum degree.
- The relevant courses the applicant has taken or other evidence that the applicant has the equivalent of the General Education portion of the minimum degree.
- An official transcript and copies of the appropriate pages from the catalog of the institution that granted the degree upon which the applicant bases a claim of equivalency.
- Publications or other work products that support a claim of equivalency.
- A detailed description of work experience which the applicant believes establishes equivalency to the minimum qualifications. If the applicant is using work products or other items which cannot be submitted, provide detailed information from an objective source about the nature of this work product or experience.

**Equivalency**

All community college faculty should exemplify the qualities of a college educated person.

**Equivalency Committee**—An Academic Senate Equivalency Committee shall be established to fulfill the requirement of Pursuant to Education Code Section 87359, which states the equivalency process “shall include reasonable procedures to ensure that the equivalency process “shall include reasonable procedures to ensure that the Board of Trustees relies primarily upon the advice and judgment of the Academic Senate to determine that each individual employed under the authority granted by the regulations possesses qualifications that are...
at least equivalent to the applicable minimum qualifications. "Equivalency may be recognized in three major ways: course work, work experience, and eminence in the field or a combination of the three."

In order to ensure that the Board of Trustees relies primarily on the advice and judgment of the Academic Senate, the Academic Senate equivalency committee shall:

- Be available to screening and selection committees as a resource regarding equivalency determinations.
- Review the decisions of the screening committees as described below.
- Recommend all equivalency determinations to the Board of Trustees.
- Further clarify the criteria to be used for determining equivalency.
- Ensure that careful records are kept of all equivalency determinations.
- Periodically review this procedure and recommend necessary changes to the Academic Senate and Board of Trustees.
- In general, ensure that the equivalency process works well and meets the requirements of the law.

**Determination of Equivalencies**

The following procedure is to be used to determine when an applicant for a faculty position, although lacking the exact degree or experience specified in the Disciplines List of the Board of Governors that establishes the minimum qualifications for hire, nonetheless does possess qualifications that are at least equivalent to those required by the Disciplines List. The procedure is intended to ensure a fair and objective process for determining when an applicant has the equivalent qualifications. It is not intended to grant waivers for lack of the required qualifications.

All faculty position announcements will state the required qualifications as specified by the Disciplines List, including the possibility of meeting the equivalent of the required degree or experience.

District application forms for faculty positions will ask applicants to state whether they meet the minimum qualifications of the Disciplines List or whether they believe they meet the equivalent. Those claiming equivalency will then be asked to state their reasons and to present evidence. It will be the responsibility of the applicant to supply all evidence and documentation for the claim of equivalency at the time of application.

The Human Resources Department will first screen all qualified applicants, assuming that those claiming equivalency are in fact equivalent. Once applicants have been selected for interview, those claiming equivalency will have their claims examined by the Hiring Manager prior to being interviewed. Only applicants who are found to meet the test of equivalency shall be selected for interview.

The Hiring Manager shall send its decisions concerning equivalency and non-equivalency to the Academic Senate Equivalency Committee before candidates are notified of interviews. The Equivalency Committee will review the decisions of the screening, asking the following questions:

- Was the decision made in accord with this procedure?
- Specifically, did the screening committee follow the criteria for evidence of equivalency stated in this procedure?
- Are the Committee's decisions consistent with similar decisions made by earlier committees in this discipline or similar disciplines?

The Academic Senate Equivalency Committee shall employ the following procedures in emergencies or...
special circumstances:

- In case a candidate to be offered an adjunct or temporary position is also an equivalency claimant, the screening committee shall determine the equivalency status immediately following the interview and make a recommendation to the department chair or appropriate area administrator if there is no chair. This recommendation shall be forwarded to the Hiring Manager.

- Hiring Manager will review the recommendation and either accept or reject it. If the candidate is acceptable, the department is free to extend the job offer; if unacceptable, the selection committee may request a review by the Human Resources Department.

- For the purposes of this procedure, an emergency or special circumstance is defined as a situation in which the full hiring process cannot be carried out in a timely manner. Such situations may include, but are not limited to the following:
  - Vacancies that occur shortly before the beginning of a session in which there is not sufficient time for the full equivalency process to take place.
  - Additional sections of a class added shortly before the beginning of a session or after the session begins.
  - An unforeseen opportunity, occurring shortly before the beginning of a session, to staff sections in locations, venues, or subject matter specialties for courses which previously have been difficult to schedule (certain off-campus sites, contract education, short courses, etc.).

The District may elect to award equivalency for faculty teaching in vocational disciplines that do not require the master's degree.

- **Semester units/occupational experience**: 120 semester units AND two years of occupational experience in the discipline; or, 60 semester units AND six years of occupational experience in the discipline; or, 30 semester units or industrial certification AND eight years of occupational experience in the discipline. **NOTE**: All semester or equivalent units must all be earned from a regionally accredited postsecondary educational institution.

- **Related occupational experience**: May be substituted by teaching experience in the discipline or related discipline on a year-for-year basis.

- **Recency**: An individual employed to teach a career/technical discipline shall demonstrate a competency in the current technology of that discipline.

- **Rare exceptions**: In the rare case that an individual does not specifically meet the equivalency provisions as stated in the above sections, and the department chair, the full-time faculty in that discipline (if applicable), supervising instructional administrator and the Vice President of Instruction agree that the person is otherwise qualified to teach in that discipline, that individual's qualifications may be recommended to the Academic Senate Equivalency Committee Chair as deemed "equivalent" for that discipline.

**Joint Equivalency Committee**

The Dual College (Joint) Equivalency Committee shall be comprised of the Academic Senate Presidents from each college, four faculty members, two from CHC and two from SBVC as appointed by their respective Academic Senate president's and two administrator's one from CHC and one from SBVC as designated by the respective college VPI who are advisory to the process.
Process for Determination of Equivalency

In order to determine when an applicant for a faculty position who lacks the specific degree or experience specified in the "Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges" Handbook possesses qualifications that are equivalent, the following process has been established:

A. When Human Resources stipulates that a determination of equivalency is needed, the Equivalency Committee will be called to meet as soon as possible. Human Resources will provide the Equivalency Committee with the necessary information to determine equivalency no less than three working days prior to the meeting.

B. The dean, discipline faculty, and applicant may address the committee and provide additional information prior to the committee making a decision.

C. Determination of equivalency to the minimum qualifications for hire shall be decided, by majority vote in the Equivalency Committee and is final. The Equivalency Committee will document their determination in writing and send it to Human Resources within 5 working days.

D. If new information becomes available, a new request for equivalency may be submitted.

E. Human Resources will forward the written rationale from the Equivalency Committee explaining the equivalency decision to the applicant and dean.

F. The results of the Equivalency Committee decision shall be documented by Human Resources and records kept of all decisions. Individual voting by Committee members will not be recorded.

G. Education Code §87359(a) requires that the governing board take action on the equivalency before hiring occurs. Equivalencies shall be forwarded to the Office of the Chancellor to be placed on a Governing Board agenda.

Standards and Criteria Applicable for Determining Equivalency

The following standards and criteria apply when determining equivalency:

A. Minimum qualifications in a discipline—and, by extension, equivalency—are the same whether the position is for a full-time or part-time faculty member.

B. Equivalency is determined for an entire discipline, not on a course-by-course basis, per legal opinion 03-28. The granting of equivalency is on a case-by-case basis and does not set precedence for future hires.

C. Past equivalency decisions in the discipline will be made available as needed to the Equivalency Committee or to the dean and chair in that department to aid in their deliberations and can be considered when determining equivalency, though they do not establish precedence.

D. Should an equivalency be granted, that decision shall not give the applicant any more or any less consideration than other applicants. In addition, granting an equivalency neither guarantees an interview nor a job.

E. It is the applicant’s responsibility to provide all documentation in support of equivalency and to be available for questions. Applicants wishing to establish equivalency through work experience should provide objective, detailed information about those work experiences. Any applicant who fails to provide evidence to support his/her claim of a credential, or of minimum qualifications, or of equivalency may be eliminated from the applicant pool.

F. Various occupational experiences may be combined to total the required number of years established by the minimum qualifications; all experience must have taken place within the ten years preceding the date
of application with at least one year of qualified experience occurring within the three years immediately preceding the date of application.

G. No candidate for a full-time position shall be invited to interview without meeting the minimum qualifications or having been verified as meeting the equivalency.

H. No candidate for part-time employment shall be hired without either meeting the minimum qualifications or having been verified as meeting equivalency per these procedures.

Provisional Equivalency

The Equivalency Committee shall not grant “provisional” or “temporary” equivalency. All faculty hires must possess the minimum qualifications or be determined to possess equivalency to the minimum qualifications to be employed by the college district.

Additional Criteria for the Equivalency Committee

In all cases in which equivalency is granted or denied, an officially signed form shall be filed with the Office of Human Resources and the Office of Academic Affairs. This form shall include a complete description of the Equivalency Committee’s reasons for determining that a candidate does or does not have the equivalent of the minimum qualifications for the position. The Human Resources Office is responsible for creating and maintaining this documentation.

Minimum Standards for Consideration of Equivalency to Minimum Qualifications in Disciplines Requiring a Master's Degree

In order to be considered for equivalency, in the case of disciplines normally requiring a Master’s degree, the minimum standard shall be any one of the following:

A. A Master’s degree in a discipline which is not specifically named in the most recent edition of the “Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges” for the particular discipline in question, but which, when courses (and course descriptions) are carefully reviewed, clearly constitutes parallel and/or closely related coursework to the discipline which is specifically listed in the most recent edition of the “Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges”.

B. In specific disciplines as named by the most recent edition of the “Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges”, a bachelor’s degree in the discipline, plus licensure by an appropriate state agency, plus at least two years of professional experience, verified in writing.

Minimum Standards for Consideration of Equivalency to Minimum Qualifications in Disciplines That Do Not Require a Master's Degree

In order to be considered for equivalency in the case of disciplines not normally requiring a Master’s degree, the minimum standards shall be one of the following:

A. An Associate degree plus six years of related experience

B. Bachelor’s degree plus two years of related experience.

C. Associate degree plus graduation from an institution specific to that field, plus two years of professional experience in the discipline, verified in writing, plus appropriate certification to practice or licensure, if applicable.

D. The MQs for Credit ESL will be used when evaluating Equivalency for Noncredit ESL.

E. The MQs for Credit English will be used when evaluating Equivalency for Noncredit Basic Skills Writing.
F. The MQs for Credit Reading will be used when evaluating Equivalency for Noncredit Basic Skills Reading.

G. Pursuant to Title 5 § 53406, all degrees and coursework must be from colleges/universities accredited by one of the intersegmental accrediting agencies: Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools, New England Association of Schools and Colleges, North Central Associations of Colleges and Schools, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.

Qualifications Established by Degrees and Coursework from Educational Institutions Outside of the United States

Applicants wishing to be granted equivalency based on coursework completed at an educational institution outside of the United States must provide the following:

A. A transcript assessment by a third party degree assessment service.

B. Proof that the institution is accredited in its country of operation or in the United States.

Local Minimum Qualifications and Equivalencies

Disciplines wishing to add "local" qualifications for hiring to their discipline beyond the minimum qualifications established by the latest edition of the "Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges") may do so with approval of the Academic Senate with a recommendation from the Equivalency Committee. Local requirements may not be added on a course-by-course basis. Equivalency for the local requirement will be determined through the equivalency process.

Eminence

Although no legal definition of eminence exists, eminence shall mean that qualifications which, as evidenced by prominence and celebrity, is established by the specific industry and/or community at large and may be deemed equivalent to minimum qualifications. This may include appropriate local, state, national and/or international associations, trade unions, guilds or communities comprised of experts, who are themselves renowned in the specific field, and who can attest, in writing, to the prominence and celebrity of the applicant.

Eminence alone is not sufficient to grant equivalency. An application of equivalency based on eminence must be accompanied by conclusive evidence that the applicant exemplifies qualities of a college educated person and brings to the college district the knowledge and ability to expected at the college level. The applicant must provide documentation supporting the status of eminence.

References:

Education Code Sections 86360, 87001, 87003, 87355-87359.5, and 87743.2;

Assembly Bill 1725, Section 4

Title 5 Sections 53400 et seq., 53410-53417

ACCJC Accreditation Standard III.A.2-4

Attachments: No Attachments